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1. PRE-BLAST INSPECTIONS

It is common for previously unnoticed or 
unrecorded deficiencies, often cosmetic in nature, 
to be claimed as having resulted from adjacent 
commercial blasting operations, when in fact 
blasting activity very rarely produces sufficient 
impact to cause unintended cracking if properly 
designed and executed. It is important therefore that 
all potential impacts on neighbouring properties be 
considered as part of any pre-blast investigation and 
record. Differential thermal expansion, structural 
overloading, chemical change in building materials, 
seasonal humidity variation causing shrinkage or 
swelling of wood components, fatigue and aging, 
and differential foundation settlement all tend to 
induce transient deformation with particle motion 
similar to that associated with blasting and other 
construction activity. Apprehension concerning 

vibration cracking is commonly associated with 
the “startle” factor due to the ultra-sensitivity of 
the human body to vibration in the lower frequency 
ranges.
 For the Lakeview G.S. project, the structures 
examined were limited to adjacent commercial 
properties just outside the North and West 
perimeter, as well as certain on-site structures, 
future disposition of which had yet to be determined 
by the Owner (FIGURE 1).
 The pre-blast inspections, the demolition 
plan overview and the monitoring of the trial and 
production blasts were all performed by a third 
party consultant as required under the terms of the 
contract specification.
 The inspected structures included a total of 
21 industrial units situated along Hydro Road, 
Rangeview Road and Lakeshore Promenade. The 
buildings concerned were generally between 10 and 
50 years old and were found to vary considerably 
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ABSTRACT: For more than forty years, an appreciable proportion of Ontario’s power need was supplied 
from Lakeview Generating Station, a coal-fired thermal plant situated on the North shore of Lake Ontario 
just West of Toronto. Of the original eight 300 MW units put into service from 1962 to 1969, four were 
removed in 1992 and the remainder in 2005. At that time, the decision was made to rehabilitate the site, 
an environmentally sensitive area bordering small craft recreational facilities and public parkland to the 
West, and light industrial and residential usage to the North. An early stage in the project, demolition by 
explosives of the massive smokestacks known locally as the “Four Sisters”, and adjacent fuel storage silos, 
was performed under most stringent conditions. The demolition was completed with flawless precision, 
within the intended drop zones, and the monitored vibration side effects were within prescribed, predicted 
and acceptable limits.
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with respect to condition and state of repair. They 
were typically clad in brick veneer and glass, with 
foundations of concrete or concrete block. The 
pre-blast surveys performed involved HI8 video 
documentation of the exterior and, where permitted, 
the interior condition of each building on the day of 
the inspection.

2. TEST BLAST – 10TH JuNE, 2006 AT 8:12 A.M.

The blasting sub-contractor, Dykon Explosive 
Demolition Inc., performed a test blasting operation 
at the second stack from the East, involving only 
four holes with explosive loads varying from one 
to two sticks of NG based Dynamite. The purpose 
of this test was to confirm the explosive “powder 
factor” necessary to fragment concrete of this age, 
strength and condition. As a result of the test blast, 
the production loading for the stacks and silos was 
finalized.
 As a precaution, and for the record, the ground 
and air side-effects produced by the test blast were 
monitored near the bases of the stacks immediately 
east and west of the test site. The seismograph / 
air-blast monitors west of the test failed to trigger 

on this occasion, as the minimum threshold trigger 
level of 0.7 mm/s were not achieved. 

3. PRODuCTION BLAST – 12TH JuNE, 2006  
 AT 7:32 A.M.

Explosively removing selected members of a 
structure to force the center of gravity outside 
the kern of the unit will cause directional failure. 
In the case of the Lakeview smokestacks, the 
minimum height of material to be removed from 
the fall side in order to permit the structural unit to 
fall over center while leaving the rear sufficiently 
stiff to push it over center, was determined on the 
basis of the extensive experience of the explosive 
demolition sub-contractor.
 To ensure that enough material was removed 
from the fall side, three rows of holes were drilled 
on 44-55 cm centers. Past the line of rotation, a 
triangle was outlined by line drilling a series of 
holes. This area was then removed to ensure that 
the structure hinged on a single line of holes drilled 
around the back of the structure. A window was also 
removed from the fall side of each stack, creating 
two columns drilled with three lines of 44mm holes 

Figure 1. Pre-blast inspections.
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(Figure 2).
 In order to relieve the tension on the hinge 
side of the structure once detonation occurred, the 
concrete on the opposite side was chipped away 
enough to expose the rebar on both interior and 
exterior mats sufficient to torch-cut. A three foot 
wide area on both sides of each stack was left 
untouched to provide lateral stability during the 
felling of the structure.
 After loading, the blast hole areas were covered 
by placing two layers of 10 oz. geotech fabric and 
two layers of chain link fence in order to inhibit 
flying fragments from leaving the immediate area.
 The total explosive load used in each stack was 
of the order of 65 Pounds (29 Kilograms) and for 
each silo, 27 Pounds (12 Kilograms). Initiation 
was by shock tube, with a five second delay period 
between each stack and a half-second delay between 
the stack and its corresponding silo.

4. SEISMIC AND SOUND MONITORING

Ground vibration and air-blast effects from the 
production blast were monitored with seven 
Instantel seismograph/air-blast monitors at various 
locations around the perimeter of the “exclusion 
zone”, which had been established as a distance of 
500 meters East, West and North of the stack line 
(Figure 3).
 The data accumulated at each of the seven 
(7) monitoring stations, either as histograms, 
waveforms or in some cases both, depending on the 
instrumentation used, are summarized in Table 1.
 The highest Peak Particle Velocity produced 
at any station by either explosive detonation or 
impact of debris striking the ground was 8.2 mm/
sec, at the base of the Lime Building Southeast of 
the most easterly stack, well within the exclusion 
zone. This value is appreciably below the minimum 
level of 12.5 mm/s peak particle velocity generally 

Figure 2. Stack diagram.
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associated with any possibility of structural, or 
even cosmetic damage to neighbouring buildings 
or services. Elsewhere within the exclusion zone 
the peak velocity registered 1.23 mm/sec at the 
guardhouse at the Northeast access to the site.  
Vibration intensity levels measured along the 

nearest commercial properties on the south side of 
Rangeview Road and at the public marina West of 
the site were generally below 2.0 mm/sec.
 As expected, the noise/overpressure effects 
produced by the detonation were relatively high 
due to lack of complete confinement resulting 

Figure 3. Seismograph locations.

Table 1. Seismograph readings.
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from ignition above grade.  Levels approaching, 
and on occasion slightly exceeding, 128 dB(L), an 
Ontario Provincial guideline applicable specifically 
to quarry blasting, were measured close to the 
exclusion zone perimeter, but then rapidly decreased 
with additional distance.
 The mitigative and protective measures adopted 
appear from these results to have been not only 
adequate but extremely effective and to the best of 
our knowledge no damage has been claimed as the 
result of side effects from this operation.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The explosive demolition of the four stacks and 
adjacent silos at Lakeview Generating Station, 
in Mississauga, ON, was carried out flawlessly 
along the predicted “fall” lines.  Ground vibration 
intensities produced at the closest vulnerable 
private and commercial properties, including 
those on-site structures designated to remain, were 
within predicted and readily acceptable levels. 
As anticipated, air-blast levels approaching the 
perimeter of the exclusion zone were relatively 
high, but these dissipated rapidly with increasing 
distance from the source.
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1. GENERAL

It is dealt with a civil demolition method that 
reached the ‘conventionality’ stage, being based 
on simple general principles and on reliable and 
easily available machinery and technical means; 
the essence of the method is easily explained: being 
well known that a tall, slender building (tower, 
chimney) can be easily and predictably pulled 
down with minimal explosive use, when a thick-set 
structure has to be totally or partly pulled down, it is 
advisable to divide the structure in several slender 
structures, by vertical cuts, and treat each part as a 
tower-like object (Figure 1).
 The method falls in the mixed (mechanical 
+ explosive) techniques category (see Table 1), 

which is becoming, in different forms, popular 
both in demolition and in mining and civil 
excavation works, thanks to the present availability 
of comparatively cheap and fast acting cutting 
machinery and, ultimately, to the decreasing cost of 
the synthetic diamond.
 Apart from safety, accuracy, time saving and 
reduced disturbance advantages, mixed methods 
can also be energetically profitable: cutting work 
per unit of destroyed rock or concrete volume 
exceeds by orders of magnitude the energy unit 
cost of blasting, but applies to a minute fraction of 
the total volume, and makes possible considerable 
savings in the bulk of the demolition or excavation 
work. In demolition, the strategy is to prepare the 
structure to collapse (in the desired way) by means 
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ABSTRACT:The method, consisting of slicing the building vertically, obtaining a set of tower like objects 
to be separately blasted down, is described, and advantageous features, as well as drawbacks, are underlined, 
referring to different structural features of the building and of the surrounding environment. Criteria for 
defining the slicing program, cutting methods, machinery and performances are exposed, as well as simple 
predictive calculations and examples of successful operations. The blasting stage is then described for 
different types of buildings. The last chapter is devoted to the control of the unwanted effects, and the 
comparison of the results with those obtained in similar cases where other methods have been employed. 
Cases analysed and discussed are taken from literature and from directly studied operations.
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Categories Types of demolition End product
Disassembling Reusable pieces

Mechanical cutting 
/ Disassembling

Large, regular shape 
pieces

Fully mechanical 
demolition

From top, with hand tools
From top, with machinery operated on the building

From top, with ground based machinery

Rubble not requiring 
secondary breakage

Pulling with ropes
Pushing with heavy earthmoving machinery

Hitting with swinging masses

Rubble requiring 
secondary breakage

Mixed (mechanical 
+ explosive)

Mechanical weakening + explosive
Vertical slicing + explosive

Vertical slicing + mechanical weakening + explosive
As above

Explosive

Lateral collapse
– with shortening°

As above
 – without shortening°

Vertical collapse
– with shortening°
 – without shortening°

Water infusion

Figure 1. Tower like objects (A) can be easily blasted down, in the desired direction; a sturdy object (B) can be sliced to 
tower like objects, whose collapse can be, separately, induced in the desired directions.

Figure 2. Idealized sequence of the demolition of a tower. Thanks to a careful preliminary ‘weakening’ (removal of a part 
of the load bearing structure), explosive is required simply to ‘trigger’ the collapse, with very small charges.

Table 1. General classification of demolition methods.

° By shortening is meant blasting at intermediate levels, to reduce the height of the building and the space required to 
accommodate the rubble.
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of mechanical cutting, and just trigger the collapse 
by means of small charges of explosive (Figure 2).

2. STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE  
 BUILDING TO BE DEMOLISHED

Two main types of buildings are recognized: the 
ones resting on bearing walls (the most difficult to 
demolish), and the ones, more common, resting on a 
skeleton of superposed frames. Mechanical cutting, 
besides vertical slicing, can also help to reduce, 
partly, a structure of the first type to a structure of the 
latter type, by removing parts of the bearing walls in 
the story to be attacked by the explosive (Figure 3). 

Figure 3. When demolishing buildings having a ‘skeleton’ 
(A), only pillars have to be charged and blasted; in the case 
of bearing walls (B1), pillars are created by weakening 
cuts (B2).

 Buildings are commonly designed and built 
with a very large safety factor (5 to 6), and taking 
into account, besides the weight of the building 
proper, a number of loads, conservatively evaluated, 
pertaining to the use of the building and to external 
events. Therefore an empty, unused building can 
tolerate a considerable reduction of the load bearing 
cross section; however, mechanical ‘weakening’ 
of the structure to be demolished should always 
be planned upon a careful check (through stability 
calculations) of the static conditions of the weakened 
object, and performed with surgical accuracy. This 
applies, obviously, also to the vertical ‘slicing’ cuts, 
whose effect is not only to interrupt the mechanical 
continuity between adjacent parts of the building, but 
also to create a more slender and less rigid structure 
(Figure 4).
 In the easiest cases, the availability of the original 
drawings and calculations greatly simplifies the 
checks (anyhow, changes occurred during the service 
life of the building are to be carefully surveyed and 
evaluated). If information on the original state is 
lacking, a more time consuming detailed survey, 

implying also sophisticated techniques (for example, 
rebar location through Georadar investigation) can 
be necessary (Figure 5). Georadar is a non-invasive 
electromagnetic geophysical technique for subsurface 
exploration, characterization and monitoring 
exploiting the reflection of short wavelength (radar) 
radiation by conductive bodies (water, conductive 
minerals). It is widely used in locating buried 
objects, in environmental site characterization and 
monitoring, land mine detection, mining, tunnel 
detection, and a host of other applications. It has 
the highest resolution of any geophysical method 
for imaging the subsurface, with centimetre scale 
resolution sometimes possible. Resolution is 
controlled by wavelength of the electromagnetic 
wave propagating in the ground. Resolution increases  
with increasing frequency (shorter wavelength). 
Depth of investigation varies from less than 1 m to  
more than 5000 m, depending on the kind of ground 
and wavelength. It increases with decreasing 
frequency but with decreasing resolution. 
Detectability of objects in the ground depends upon 
their size, shape, and orientation relative to the 
antenna, contrast with the host medium, as well as 
radiofrequency noise and interferences.

Figure 4. In the example, upon slicing, a building (A1: 
elevation, A2: plan) having height to width ratios 5/2 in 
N-S direction and 5/7 in E-W direction becomes a packet 
of slender structures (B1: elevation, B2: plan; with ratios 
5/2 in N-S direction and 5/1 in E-W direction), much less 
stable against horizontal thrusts. It has to be recalled in the 
check of the residual stability of the weakened structure.

Figure 5a.
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Figure 5b.

Figure 5. Georadar image (A) of a wall and cross section 
(B) of the same wall. In the image A, reflection peaks 
indicate the position of the rebars (intervals between bars 
and depth below the concrete surface).

Temporary supports can be in some cases advisable, 
to warrant working safety in the weakening work 
stage, and subsequent drilling and charging stages 
(Figure 6). One of the benefits of vertical slicing is 
to make more predictable and steerable the induced 
collapse kinematics; it is important to warn, 
however, against possible troubles caused by over-
weakening (Figure 7).

Figure 6. The vertical cut ‘c’ can impose to make safe the 
working places (A, B) against possible local collapses of 
horizontal beams not longer supported at both ends, by 
means of props (1, 2), during wall weakening operations 
(opening ‘windows’ by disk cutter in the bearing walls, 
etc.), implying the use of machinery in A and B.

3. SLICING PLAN

The main objectives of slicing (vertical cuts) can be:
– avoiding the need of a wide falling area, or 

containing the rubble heap within neatly defined 
boundaries, avoiding the occupation of roads 
and neighbouring properties (Figure 8) 

Figure 7. Enough supporting capacity must be warranted upon ‘weakening’ (A). In the example B, excessive weakening 
caused ‘shortening’ of the building instead of complete collapse. An example of risky situation is provided by case C 
(luckily, a complete collapse was obtained, but the path of the centre mass shows a dangerous ‘sinking’ stage). The path 
of the centre mass of the building C during collapse has been re-constructed from motion pictures taken from different 
points during collapse.
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- reducing the charge per delay of the blasts, when 
the number of time intervals available is limited 
(Figure 9A)

- reducing the seismic disturbance to surrounding 
structures, pipeworks etc., due to the collapse 
(Figure 9B)

- reducing the extension and the cost of the falling 
bed

- avoiding damage to the part of the structure that 
has to be temporarily or permanently spared by 

the demolition
- reducing the overall amount of explosive and 

drilling work required
 The vertical slicing plan is decided on the basis 
of the ‘environmental map’ of the demolition site 
and of the geometry and mass data of the building. 
In the forecast calculations, a rotation of each 
building section about the planned hinge axis can 
be assumed (Figure 7): rupture due to bending 
during rotation only affects masonry structures, 

Figure 8. The building (A1: side view; A2: plan view), upon slicing (plan view B), can be blasted down according to 
different sequences (numbers) and different directions for each slice (arrows), so that the rubble heap occupy the allowed 
space. In examples C, D, double lines represent roads to be respected by the collapsing building.

Figure 9. Dividing the building in sections can help to reduce the seismic disturbance due to the explosion (A), when a 
limited number of delays is available, because the total charge needed can be divided in several blasts, to be ignited in 
succession. For example, if the total charge needed is 300 kg, and 10 delays are available, the minimum c.p.d. obtainable 
is 300/10=30 kg; if the building is divided in 3 parts, each requiring 100 kg, the minimum c.p.d. obtainable is 100/10=10 
kg. Either short delay electric detonators are used in each section, and sections are connected to separate circuits, 
energized in sequence at intervals of a few seconds (each section is ignited when the previous section is already rotating, 
or landed), or a combined electric – shock tube system is used, and sections are ignited by separate short delay shock 
tube detonator systems, started by long delay electric detonators. The layout must be carefully planned and protected to 
exclude breakages. The seismic disturbance due to collapse (B), is similarly reduced, because impacting masses are a 
fraction (in the example, 1/3) of the total mass, and do not hit simultaneously the ground.
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quite uncommon (and implies some shortening of 
the resulting rubble heap).
 Seismic effects due to collapses at known 
distances from the impact points of the falling 
masses can be predicted, on the basis of the masses 
and centre mass heights of the parts of the building, 
by a number of empirical formulas; the subject 
has been dealt with in a previous paper, Mancini 
et al. (2003), and are quoted here only the most 
common:
- Duseberg-Freund formula, based on the 

“normalized velocity” concept. Normalized 
velocity –vR , expressed in mm/(s•MJ1/2), is 
calculated as:

 (1)

where p.p.v. is the peak particle velocity in mm/s, 
and Ep is the potential energy, in MJ, of the building 
(the product of the mass by the gravity acceleration 
g and by the height H of the centre mass above 
ground, in m). Normalized velocity is related to the 
impact centre distance R in m, through a nomogram 
(Figure 10). The formula can be written, by 
assuming the average –vR v/s R relationship shown 
in Figure 10, as: 

 (2)

with p.p.v. in mm/s, Ep in MJ and R in m.

Figure 10. Plot by Duseberg & Freund (1996) containing 
only the points pertaining to chimneys (circles) and other 
tower-like objects (squares).

- Academic of Science of China formula:

 (3)

where P.P.V. is expressed in cm/s, M is the mass of the 
part of the collapsing element providing the largest 
momentum expressed in kg, g is the acceleration of 
gravity, H the height of the centre of gravity of M 
minus the estimated height of the material already 
accumulated on the ground when the impact occurs.
- Zou-Jin formula, expressly developed for 

chimneys:

 (4)

where P.P.V. is expressed in cm/s, R is the distance 
from the impact centre in m, M is the mass of the 
chimney in t, g is the gravity acceleration in m/s2, 
h is the height of the chimney in m, c1, σ and α are 
constants.
 Formulas do not provide an accurate ‘site law’, 
but are reliable enough to outline a ‘safe envelope’, 
which is useful to decide the best sequence of 
collapses, taking into account the safe limits of 
p.p.v. (Figure 11). 
 Sections (slices) should be square or rectangular 
based, and preferably induced to rotate in a plane 
orthogonal with respect to the long side of the basis.
 The vertical cut should preferably be made in a 
plane slightly (few degrees) deviated with respect to 
the orthogonal plane, to exclude interference during 
the rotation of the collapsing part with respect to the 
still standing part (Figure 12).

Figure 11. It refers, schematically, to a 12 m wide, 36 m 
long and 40 m high building, with a total mass of 7000 t. A 
total charge of 250 kg of explosive is required and 18 delay 
numbers are available, which means a c.p.d. = 13.80 kg, 
when the whole building is blasted down, and a c.p.d. of 4.6 
kg, when the building is sliced in 3 parts separately blasted. 
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Vibrations due to explosion are calculated with a 
cube root scaled distance formula commonly used: 

 (5)

and vibrations due to collapse are calculated with 
the formula (2); the centre of gravity is supposed 
to be 20 m above ground level, hence Ep is 1373 
MJ when the whole building is demolished, 458 MJ 
when sliced in 3 parts. The figure shows, for safe 
p.p.v. limits of 5 mm/s (quite delicate buildings) and 
of 10 mm/s (common buildings), the contours of the 
seismically endangered areas in the cases of whole 
building (A) or sliced building (B) demolition. 
Calculations are conservative, disregarding the 
damping effect (roughly -30 %) of the falling bed.

Figure 12. It is not advisable to cut at right angle with 
respect to the desired rotation axis, as in A, because 
interference can occur during rotation between the 
collapsing and the standing part of the building. A small 
deviation α of the cut (few degrees) is sufficient to warrant 
free rotation (B). Dashed area is the blasted part of the 
collapsing building slice.

4. SLICING AND WEAKENING CUTS:  
 MACHINERY AND PERFORMANCES

The most common option is to use the wire saw 
for vertical large (slicing) cuts, and the disk saw for 
the shorter weakening cuts (Figure 13). Wire saw 
performs well also in short cuts, but can require 
more time to install (depending on the available 
space). 
 The initial length of the loop of cutting wire is 
practically unlimited, usually it is kept in the 100 
to 150 m range, which allows it to circumscribe a 
6 to 10 floors building. The tramming length of the 
wire driving machine should be at least 10 m, to 
reduce the number of wire shortening steps, that 
increase the idle time (Figure 14). Most common 
wire diameter is 8 to 10 mm; larger diameters are 
also employed sometimes, in the case of heavily 

reinforced concrete. Wire speed is kept in the 20 to 
30 m/s range.

Figure 13. Vertical cuts (‘slicing’) are preferably made 
by wire saw, operating from outside the building (A); 
weakening cuts (opening windows in the bearing walls) 
are preferably made by disk saw, operating inside the 
building (B).

Figure 14. An example of wire saw slicing of a building, 
36 m high and 11.7 m wide. Preliminary work consists of: 
installing the flushing water distribution pipes, creating 
a passage way to the wire, from C to D, by drilling 
appropriate holes through the walls, installing an idle 
pulley in C, installing the tramming rails A-B, starting 
from a safe distance, 12 m in this case, from the base of 
the building, mounting the wire driving machine M on 
the rails, at the starting point A of the tramming length, 
wrapping the building with the wire (initial length A C E 
F A was 110 m), closing the loop by joining the ends of the 
wire. Then cutting starts; full speed is gradually reached in 
few minutes, and the driving machine slowly moves from 
A to B (in the Figure, is represented at the mid point of the 
tramming length). As the machine reaches the end point 
B, the machine is obviously stopped and returned to A; 
the excess length wire (in this case, approximately 15 m) 
is cut away, the ends of the wire are jointed, and another 
cutting cycle is started, with a shorter loop. To complete 
the cut, 3 wire shortening stops were needed; the final 
length of the wire was approximately 65 m.
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 Most of the cutting work is done through 
concrete (at places, bricks), whose behaviour is 
similar to a medium-low strength rock, moderately 
abrasive; however the diamond bearing beads 
commonly employed are of the ‘granite’ type 
(suitable for strong-abrasive rocks), with diamonds 
held by an hard sinter, because of the unhomogeneity 
and scarce predictability of the materials crossed by 
the cut (Figure 15).
 Differently from rock cutting in dimension 
stone quarries, several water adduction points are 
to be provided (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Another important difference from stone 
cutting in quarries, is that a quite complex water supply 
system, providing cooling and flushing water to a 
multitude of cutting points (one or more at each floor) 
must be installed.

 A real cutting speed (m2/h) can be reliably 
predicted from the power of the driving unit, being 
the work needed to destroy by abrasion the unit 
volume of concrete, in average, 800 to 2600 MJ/m3 

(it can be measured on concrete samples through a 
laboratory ‘incision hardness’ test). Correction for 
rebars cutting is not needed, apart from the case of 
very heavily reinforced concrete. 
 To calculate the cutting time (idle time has to 
be added, depending on the number of machine re-
setting steps needed), the formula is, simply:

 (6)

in consistent SI units: T, cutting time, in s; S, surface 
area to be cut, in m2; d, width of the cut (wire 
diameter), in m; ε, specific destruction energy, in 
J/m3; W, driving unit power, in W; η, transmission 
efficiency of the driving unit, dimensionless 
(fractional). Example: given S=50.5 m2, d=0.008 m, 
ε=973 MJ/m3, W=45 kW, η=0.8, it results: T=10919 
s (∼3 h). 
 To estimate total time required, the time 
necessary to install the machine (2 to 3 hours, 
depending on the crew and on the site accessibility) 
and the idle time due to interruptions have to 
be added. Interruptions (apart from accidental 
breakages) are needed when the driving machine 
reaches the end point of the tramming length. An 
excess length of wire, roughly one and a half times 
as long as the tramming length has to be removed 
every time, which means that, with a typical initial 
wire length of 100 to 150 m, a typical final length 
of 50 to 70 m, and a typical tramming length of 10 
m, a slicing operation can require 2 to 7 stops to 
shorten the wire and resetting the machine. Ranges 
quoted refer to the slicing of common 7 to 10 floors 

Figure 15. Differently from stone cutting (A), in building cutting the path of the wire is not continuous (B), which causes 
frequent stress variations during the operation, both on the support wire and on the cutting beads. Diamond wire for 
demolition works (C) commonly consists of a top quality support wire (1), steel beads lined with a thick layer (1 mm 
or more) of hard sinter loaded with synthetic diamonds (2), kept in place by steel springs imbedded in wear resistant 
plastics (3).
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buildings. Each stop implies: tramming the machine 
to the starting point of the cutting run, inspecting 
the wire, spotting the stretch to be removed, cutting 
away the extra length, preparing the ends for the 
junction (removing plastics, cleaning, making 
straight the cut plane), applying the joint, pressing, 
re-tensioning, re-starting at reduced speed, and it 
can take 30 minutes or more.
 Obviously, idle time which has to be added 
can lead to roughly doubling the time with respect 
to pure, full power cutting. Wire tension should 
be kept quite low (68 to 1000 N), to extend wire 
service life. Wire consumption is in the range of 0.4 
to 0.6 meters of wire per m2 cut.
 Disk saws are employed to open weakening 
‘windows’ in bearing walls; the thickness to be cut 
seldom exceeds 30 cm. Disk diameters are in the 
range 1 to 1.5 m. Care must be taken to assure a 
high rigidity to the guidance system. Walls having 
not bearing function, in light weight masonry, are 
simply removed, where needed, by pneumatic 
pick.

5. DRILLING AND CHARGING

Structures having a simple bearing skeleton are the 
most easily dealt with; in this case only pillars have 
to be drilled and charged with few small charges, 
along a length amply warranting the failure by 
buckling of the reinforcing bars (usually 3 times 
the pillars width is enough). A specific charge of 
500 g/m3 is usually enough. Drilling and charging 
are restricted to the ground floor, sometimes to the 
ground and first floor, and a line of pillars is spared 
to act as hinge (Figure 17).
 In the case of bearing walls, provided that as 
much as safe of the walls is previously removed, 
two cases are to distinguish: either holes can 
be drilled parallel to the wall face, or have to be 
drilled normally to the wall face, depending on the 
available space. The first case is easier: few long 
holes are drilled and charged with pipe charges or 
detonating cord. In the second case the wall has to 
be larded with small charges (25 to 50 g) placed in 
short holes arranged in a tight drilling mesh, which 
requires a much longer working time (Figure 17). 
Charges are connected by groups with detonating 
cord, and fired by electric delay detonators.

Figure 17. Pillars (A) require a small number of short 
charged holes, covering a length (l) amply exceeding 
the length required to cause the buckling of the rebars. 
Bearing walls (B, C), require a much harder drilling work. 
If only drilling orthogonal to the wall face is possible (B), 
the number of holes can be very high, being the drilling 
mesh very narrow (to exclude the creation of independent 
craters at the blast). If enough free space is available to 
install a drill guidance system parallel to the wall (C) the 
number of holes is greatly reduced, and the efficiency 
increased, due to better stemming conditions.

 Bearing walls built with factory cast and cured, 
high strength concrete, reinforced with single or 
double wire mesh, are the most difficult to deal with. 
Wall thickness is typically no more than 30 cm, 
and the whole structure resembles a superposition 
of rigid boxes, pasted together with in situ cast 
reinforced concrete, more similar to a metallic 
building than to a masonry one. Demolition of such 
buildings is quite common, being said building 
method the workhorse of the low cost homes 
production in the third quarter of 1900, and being 
difficult to rehabilitate or repair.
 Problems when demolishing with explosive 
such walls are:
- drilling long parallel holes as in Figure 17C is 

very difficult or impossible, even when enough 
working space is available, due to the small 
thickness of the wall and to the presence of 
reinforcement. Diamond drills could do the job, 
but are slow and long to install

- when drilling holes orthogonal to the wall, or 
slightly inclined, the drilling mesh side should 
not exceed the wall thickness, say 30 cm, to 
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completely abolish the load bearing capacity 
of the wall, excluding such effects as separate 
craters piercing or broken concrete caged in the 
reinforcing meshes; any residual strength of 
the wall can affect the control of the collapse 
direction. Consequently, more than 10 holes/m2 
are in principle needed (more than 110 holes in 
the side wall of a common room!)

- small charges are obtained dividing conventional 
dynamite sticks, whose diameters is approx 25 
mm, therefore hole diameter can not be smaller 
than, roughly, 30 mm: a hole whose length is 
merely ten times the diameter, or even less, can 
not be properly stemmed

Figure 18. Scheme for the demolition of a reinforced 
concrete bearing wall. A: the principle: 3 free rotation 
axes (1, 2, 3) are generated by the blast, giving rise to a 
labile structure. B: at left, drilling scheme (holes interval 
is approximately 30 cm); at right, transversal section of a 
charged hole, where 1: charge (30 g); 2: detonating cord, 
10 g/m; 3: urethane foam.

 To reduce somewhat the number of holes and 
charges needed, according to the scheme adopted 
in case A later described, the holes are arranged in 
3 parallel bands, as shown in Figure 18. Indeed, to 
abolish the load bearing capacity of a wall or of a 
pillar, it is enough to create three free rotation axes 
at different heights, see Figure 18A. The rotation 
axes were produced by parallel rows of charged 
holes, as shown in Figure 18B, referring to a 10 
m2 wall. Charges employed were 30 g (one third 
of a stick) of dynamite. No true stemming was 
employed, rather a spray of fast setting urethane 
foam, aimed to set firmly in place the charge and 
the detonating cord.
 Even according to this scheme, a very large 
number of holes is needed. Mechanical weakening 

and slicing play an important role in reducing the 
drilling work.

6. THROW AND SEISMIC PROTECTION

Especially in the case of walls drilled normally to 
the wall face, it is practically impossible to place 
an efficient stemming in the hole collar, specific 
charge has to be increased, and throw of fragments 
is to be feared. The charged parts of the walls are 
therefore screened with a double layer of wire mesh 
(the outer one, of the gabions type, the inner with 
narrower openings), or other kinds of protection 
devices (Figure 19).

Figure 19. Projections of fragments at great distance are 
feared especially in the case of bearing walls demolition, 
due to the scarce (or absent) stemming and to the small 
burden. An efficient protection is provided by a double 
layer of wire mesh, the external one of the gabions type 
(G), the inner of electro-welded (EW) wire mesh, with 
smaller openings.

 Seismic disturbance control is chiefly assured by 
the reduction of the collapsing masses, due to a well 
planned slicing, but also a well prepared falling bed 
is of great help. The most practical way is to dig a 
series of parallel trenches in the falling area, leaving 
the heaps of excavated ground between the trenches 
(Figure 20). This sort of ‘plowing’ (when possible) 
of the fall area dampens by an (estimated) 30 % the 
seismic effect of the impact.
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Figure 20. An efficient falling bed, to limit the seismic 
effects due to collapse, can be obtained by digging parallel 
trenches in the falling area, by backhoe excavator, approx 
2 m deep, and leaving the excavated earth between the 
trenches; also contour trenches along the perimeter of the 
falling area provide some relief, especially to protect pipe 

works running close to the fall area.

7. SLICING AND BLASTING VS. FULLY  
 MECHANICAL DEMOLITION - EXAMPLES

A purely economical comparison cannot be fair, 
since in demolition work identical cases do not 
exist, and the overall cost includes a great number 
of factors that are widely different, even when 
identical buildings have to be demolished. 
 A comparison can be made for some selected 
factors, such as working days required, as shown 
in the example, where the demolitions of two 
practically identical buildings, the one pulled down 
by slicing and blasting, the other by progressive 
demolition from the top by concrete crusher, are 
compared. Both buildings were 36 m high (above 

Figure 21. Association of diamond wire sawing with blasting in a demolition: the bins are separated by vertical cuts by 
wire saw and then blasted down and mucked away in succession. 

Case A (slicing and blasting) Case B (mechanical), including removal
Working time for: hours crew man hours hours crew man hours

A – vertical slicing (50.5 m3 net) 6 2 12

Demolition
+

removal
592 4.5 3370

B – falling bed preparation (20*) 2.5 50
C – weakening cuts 10 2 20

D – drilling, charging, connections 
(5000 holes, 200 kg explosive) 20 10 200

E – protection installation (wire mesh) 8 3 24
F – secondary demolition  

and rubble removal 200 2 400

Total 706

Table 2. Comparison of demolition data, slicing and blasting vs. mechanical.

* Superposes to A, B and partly C (drilling)
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ground level), 11.7 m wide; building A, demolished 
by slicing and blasting, was 56.7 m long, building 
B, demolished mechanically, was 85 m long. 
Overall volumes were roughly 22000 m3 (building 
A) and 36200m3 (building B), overall masses 8700 
t (building A) and 12100 t (building B); both had 
almost identical structure (prefabricated bearing 
walls 15 to 30 cm thick). Rubble removal was 
simultaneous with demolition in case B, and, 
obviously, postponed in case A.
 Gross productivity reached 8700/706=12.3 
t/man hour in case A, 12100/3370=3.6 t/man hour in 
case B.
 A fair and complete economical comparison 
however can not still be made because case A 
required a not quantified extra cost to move the 
dwellers of the surrounding houses to safe places 
and to keep under surveillance the area on the day 
of the blast.
 A more typical case is the demolition of a line 
of concrete bins pertaining to the facilities of a 
harbour, with strict vibration and space constraints. 
The 17 bins, 55.6 m high, and the tower, 80 m 
high, totalled a gross volume of 160000 m3, and 
have been preliminary separated by vertical cuts 
with a wire saw, then blasted down in succession 
breaking with few charges the pillars at the intended 

collapse side (Figure 21). Total time for demolition 
and space clearing was approximately 6 months, 
without disruption of the harbour activities.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary slicing extends the field of applicability 
of demolition with explosives, by greatly reducing 
the severely disturbed area surrounding the 
demolished object at the cost of a quick and 
comparatively cheap preparation work (roughly 
one working shift per slice, in the case of 10 floors 
buildings, at the cost of approximately 300 € per 
net m2 cut) and allowing to reduce and contain in 
reliably designed boundaries the area occupied 
by rubble. Slicing and weakening cuts moreover 
greatly reduce the amount of required drilling work 
in difficult cases, such as pre-fabricated bearing 
walls structures (it has been calculated that plain 
drilling and blasting should have required twice the 
number of holes with respect to the already very 
large number of 5000 actually employed in Case A 
– see Table 2). The method combines quickness and 
safety, but cannot be considered ‘by itself” the best 
option in all urban demolition cases.
 It has to be underlined, however, that the 
main pros of mechanical demolition vs. explosive 

Problem considered Plain blasting Slicing and blasting Purely mechanical

Disturbed area extent quite large small very small

Flyrock risk requires careful sheltering requires careful sheltering negligible

Time required by 
demolition

short short quite long

Selective disposal of 
rubble

difficult difficult comparatively easy

Dust and noise disturbance intensive but short living intensive but short living moderate, but long lasting

Access of demolition 
means to the site

no problems no problems may represent a serious 
problem

Management of dwellers 
safety and comfort

may represent a very 
sizable cost

may represent a very 
sizable cost

no problems

Surveillance very strict very strict normal

Traffic problem blockage for a short time blockage for a short time very small, but long 
lasting

Close proximity of 
sensitive objects

may lead to exclude the 
method

same problems, but less 
serious

easily manageable

Table 3. Comparison of the pros and cons of the methods.
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demolition do not arise from demolition work 
by himself, rather from extra costs coming from 
the use of the area during the critical day, when 
blasting takes place (complete, albeit of short 
duration, traffic blockage, very strict surveillance, 
accommodation of the dwellers of the surrounding 
houses in previously arranged temporary resting 
places, prevention of thefts in the temporarily 
abandoned homes, and so on). A comparison of the 
pros and cons of the methods (plain blasting, slicing 
and blasting, purely mechanical) is tentatively 
presented in the Table 3 for the case of demolitions 
in residential areas (in industrial, or in extra-urban 
areas the advantages of the slicing and blasting or 
plain blasting methods neatly prevail).
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